
AN OVERVIEW OF THE NOVEL FREEDOM ROAD BY HOWARD FAST

FREEDOM ROAD by Howard Fast. SE. The author of this book most assuredly saw the novel as political, indeed as
didactic.

What was his intentions for being involved in the Convention? Is either one justifiable? With the food you eat?
How does the racial attitude that Jeff encountered in Scotland compare to what he experienced growing up in
South Carolina? How would the Civil War have been different if they had killed Holms and men like him?
What was the purpose of the convention and why was it such an extraordinary event? What was the basis for
poor whites and freed slaves to unite after the Civil War? What element of society is the Klan working for?
My favorite character was probably Jeff. The characters really came alive through Howard Fast's writing.
What was Steven Holmes all about? Describe one situation in which Gideon showed his leadership ability.
How do we know who are our friends and who are our enemies? It might be characterized as the other side of
The Birth of a Nation, and perhaps deserving that name more than did the famous picture-story. Or, why does
he choose to include this description? Draw on your own experience to answer this question. Fast tells us,
which, caused a reporter for The New York Herald to write: "Here in Charleston is being enacted the most
incredible, hopeful, and yet unbelievable experiment in all the history of mankind. Why did Abner Lait listen
to Gideon? Gideon was elected from the hands of the Carwell plantation to go to the South Carolinian
Constitutional Convention. This is the story of the growth of a statesman from a fine but simple and untutored
field hand to a member of the Congress of the United States; it is a story of the recognition of the opportunity,
of self-education, of nobility and courage against fearful odds; it is a story of Gideon's son, who went to New
England and then to Scotland, and who came back to serve his people as a doctor. Why did they target whites?
For here is the period of Reconstruction through the eight years when the Negroes were given a chance, and
before the southern whites organised underground to end the peril to white supremacy. Because of his prowess
in battle, the other ex-slaves looked to him as their leader in peacetime, but he was an unlettered man who felt
himself unsuited for leadership. Today, not quite seventy years later, that period has come down to us with
many of its truths and falsehoods obscured by the passage of the years. This is one of my top
recommendations to friends. It is set during the reconstruction of the South directly after the Civil War and
takes place in South Carolina. What is your opinion about this? There are many lessons to this story, and the
story itself, so true, so little known, bears telling and re-telling, and so for this alone Freedom Road is a book
that matters. If what Gideon says is true p. If the struggle continued, what would be the goal? The people on
the Carwell plantation worked collectively. What are some guidelines for making the best decisions? This is a
fine work of literature. Common types of primary sources include works of literature, historical documents,
original philosophical writings, and religious texts. How does this compare to the way you see voting today?
Anyone who is interested in slavery or history would love this book. To some people they seemed good, to
others bad; tempers flared, demagogues filled the air with platitudes and generalities, the newspapers and
journals of the day angled their news even as ours do today, and behind the scenes the men of power
manipulated their hidden strings. That was before the Union troops were withdrawn from the south by
Rutherford B. Shortly after his return he was elected a delegate to the State Constitutional Convention at
Charleston, which he attended, came home to work out the destiny of his area, and was later sent to
Washington as Congressman for the district. It is no curse word to me, in fact is something to be aspired to,
and I daresay the great Howard Fast felt the same way when he was writing Freedom Road, first published in 
And it explains so much about what has happened since that time. Fast, though writing fiction, is also
attempting to recreate history, giving his version of legislative forces building up a democratic process in the
South and other forces, after Ruther ford Hayes and his Administration returned the power to the Southern
planter, tearing that process down.


